hence "left" above). Since composition on the left preserves left roots,/* takes sheaves on X into sheaves on F. Nevertheless, we regard/* as a functor/* : S(X, A ) ->F(TY, A). Our main aim is to construct a left adjoint/* to the functor ƒ* (see Grothendieck [4] 
MAIN THEOREM. Let A be complete and finitely generated. (i) ƒ*: S(X, A)-+F(T Y , A) has a left adjoint f*: F(T Y , A)->S(X t A). For any F<EF(T Y , A), we have (f*F) x =F f(x) . (ii) J/, in addition, A is abelian and right perfect, then S(X, A) is abelian, complete, right perfect, and finitely generated, ƒ* is exact, and furthermore, a sequence 0->F'-*F-: >F"--: >0 in S(X, A) is exact if and only if 0-*F x -^F x -^F x
f -*0 is exact in A for every x£X REMARKS, (i) If ƒ is the identity map i: X-+X, then i* is just the inclusion S(X, A)->F{Tx> A). Statement (i) then asserts that the category of sheaves is a right reflective subcategory of the category of presheaves. i*F is the sheaf associated with the presheaf F. The proof in this case is extraordinarily simple. Essentially, i*F is the intersection of all subsheaves of P X F through which pF'> F->P X F factors.
(ii) The rest of sheaf theory now follows naturally. For example, to find the sheaf agreeing with a given sheaf Fona locally closed subspace A C.X and zero on X -A ; consider two cases: (a) A is closed; then j*j*F has the desired properties (where j: A-+X is the inclusion). Duality theorems are handled by considering cosheaves; i.e., sheaves with values in the dual category to a given category. Cech cohomology is definable and, with suitable modifications, occurs in the usual spectral sequences. To obtain the full strength of the Cech theory one must add to A the hypothesis that direct products are exact.
